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         On the Equations of Motion of the Automobile

                and the Steady-State Circular Turn

                   Toshihiro IRIE,* Gen YAMADA*

                        and Ken･ichi FUKAYA*

                          (Received August 29, 1967)

                                Abstract

    General theory on the motion of automobiles is so difficult that many papers,

adopting numerous assumptions and simplifications, have concentrated on the

treatment of two or three degrees of freedom on the longitudinal, Iateral and

yaw motions, where any of motions of sprung mass and effects thereof on
the automotive performance hti've been ignored.

    In this paper, dynamical equations of motion of six degrees of freedom,

taking into account the bounce, pitch and roll motions of the sprung mass,

were established and geometrical and dynamicai conditions on the automotive

motion were presented in detail. Applying the theory to prob!ems of steady-

state circular turn, the quantities governing the performance were calculated.

As these equations, however, constitute a complicated system of simultaneous

equations diflicult to treat mathematically, an iteration method for computing

the accurate value was proposed. And it was shown to be effective within

a convergence domain in which the forward velocity has an upper limit and

radius of turn is larger than the critical value. It is seen from the results

of calculation of steer angle of the front wheels obtained here, that an automo-

bile having `neutral-steer' characteristics presents a slight tendency of `under-

steer' and at the same time the `over-steer' characteristics are weakened.

                            1. Introduction

    Recently theoretical studies on mathematical models of numerous types

have been developed for analyzing the performance of automobiles in such

problems as dynamic stability and contro]. However, the general theory treating

precise models is so difflcult that numerous assumptions and simplifications have

been used in the mathematical treatment. And many papers in this field have

con6entrated on the treatment of two or three degrees of freedom on the

longitudinal, lateral and yaw motions of an automobile; while hardly any of
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the motions of sprung mass and the effect thereof on the automotive per-

formancehavebeeritreatedi)N7). ''
    In this paper, dynamical equations of motion of six degrees of freedom,

taking into account the bounce, pitch and roll motions of the sprung mass,

are established and geomg,trical and dynamical conditions on the motion of

automobiles are presented.in'  detail. Applying the theory to the problem of

a steady-state circular turn, the quantities governing the automotive per-

formance-side-slip angle, load distribution en the tires, the motion of the spruRg

mass, the cornering forces and frictional forces of the tires etc,-are calculated.

These equations, however, constitute a complicated system of simultaneous

(differential) equations diflicult to treat mathematically and, hence, an iteration

method for computing the accurate value of the quantities, will be proposed,

                        2. The coordinate system .

    The coordinate systems for the ana!ysis can be used in many different

ways and particularly a system of coordinates embedded in the sprung mass

has several advantages for the purpose. In problems studied here, it will be

desirable to use the two independent coordinate systems8).

    One of them designates the location of the center of gravity and the

orientation of the automobile as an entire system, for describing the longitudinal,

lateral and yaw motions. , The other designates the defiection of the sprung

mass such as bounce, pitch and roll motions, which are usua!ly regarded as

small in some sense so that linear analyses are applicable.

    As seen in Fig. 1, OXYZ is a Cartesian coordinate system, fixed in space

with origin O at a height h above the road and with XY-plane in the horizontal
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of the sprung mass through the center of

gravity, (X, Y) coordinates of origin o

will present the location of the center of .
gravityandtherotationofoxyzcoordinate Y Y

systemaboutx-axiswillrepresentyaw y'
er

    oxyz coordinate system is again moved

to Gerp4 system in the following way. As

seen in Fig. Z, oxyz ceordinate system is

translatedtoGx'y'2'systembyavertical Fig･Z･
displacement (bounce motion) u of the center

of gravity and then Gc'y'z' system is rotated to G.h"V'x"

g about Gy'-axis and finally G6y'2" system ls rotated

motion g about Ge-axis. Hence, the

systems is written by

            8X cosg O -sinp
            rp=smqsm¢ cos¢ cosgsm
            4 ,sinpcosip -sinip

Pitch and roll motions of the sprung mass are usually

transformation (1) will be simplified as

                    l-6 ? xx,'>'

                    C: sD -cb 1 2tll

            3. The equations of motion and
                       and dynamical conditions

    The usual assumption is also adopted in a medel

venience of mathematical treatment5).

1) The road is level and for simplicity smooth.

2) The automobile has a vertical longitudinal plane

    with regard to the mass distribution, but also

    other system parameters.
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plane and with Z-axis vertical downward. The height h is that of the center

of gravity of the sprung mass in the static equilibrium configuration. Another

Cartesian coordinate system oxyz is chosen in such a way that origin o and

xy-plaRe moves only in XYLplane. If the x, y and x-axis are taken to be fixed

at the longitudinal, iateral and vertical axes
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3) The position of the center of gravity of the sprung mass re!ative to the

    unsprung mass is not changed, regardless of how the sprung mass may

    be deflected.

4) No front or rear axle streerings occur during the motion of automobile.

5) The steer angle of the front wheels is represented by the mean value

    of that of the Ieft and right wheels.

6) The forward velocity and radius of turn are expressed by the velocity and

    radius of curvature at the center of gravity respectively.

7) Aerodynamic force is assumed to act on the sprung mass horlzontally and

    its vertical component is ignored.

8) Gyromoments produced by the rotation of whee}s are small enough to be

    ignored.

9) Camber angles produced on the wheels by centrifugal force are neglected

    for simplicity of the treatment, although they are not always small.

10) Engine torque reactions are not considered here.

    Under these assumptions, two groups of the equations governing the motion

of the automobile as an entire system and the motion of the sprung mass are

obtained (See Fig. 3).
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driving and braking forces and frictional f'orces of the tires and aerodynamic

force acting on the automobile,

     7WLV-= (T-B-R).cos(-P.,+P+S)-qesin(-PFg+P+6)
      g
            +(T-B-R)..cos(-P.,,+P+S)-C..sin(-P.-,.+P+ti)

            +(T-B-R).cos(-Pm+P) -Cnisin(-PRil-P)

            +(T-B-R)n.Cos(-PR,･+P) -Cn,･sin(-Pn.+P)

                    -R,,cos(-P,,+P) -C,,sin(-P,,+P) (3)

The equations of motion in the lateral direction will be

   L.W-I.'r'=. (T-B-R).,sin(-p.,+p+6)+C.,cos(-P.,+P-FS)

     gr            +(T-Br-R)i,.sin(-Pr.+P+6)+Cm･cos(-Pp,,+P+6)

            +(T-B-R)n,sin(-PRi+P) +CiitzCOS(-Pni+P)

            +(T-B-R)R.sin(-Pn.+P) +CnnCOS(-Pnr+P)

                   -RaSin(-Pa+P) +CaCOS(TPa+P) (4)
The rotatory motion around the vertical axis through the center of gravity-

yaw motion-will be governed by

      d        (t7L(oc-blLE(in);-)+(tic(tlL(v;)-(v7(c71(ve-b7Le(vc)

         =: (T-B-R),,,( l.sin(-p,,,+a)+et.cos(-p.,+s)j

           +(T-B-R)Ji,.( lx･sin(-Pm,+S)--l}-tpcos(-Pm.+6))

+(T-B-R)m(palnsin(-Pni) +-ll'"tRCOS(-PRi)

+(TnyB-R)R.(-lresin(-Pie.) --S'4eCOS(-Pnr)

+C.( lffcos(--Pfiii+6)--ll-Cpisin(-Pm+S)]

+Cpr( ITcos(-Piib･+6)+'ll-tffsin(-PFr+6)]

+Cni(hlnCos(-i3Rx) -{Il-tiiSin(-PRi) ]

+C]er[-IRcos(Ht9Rr) -}-rll`tiesin(-Pnr) ]

+M},+Aiiz+Apn+Ani+An,･

k
J

l
J

(5>
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(II) Bounce, pitch and roll motion of the sprung mass.

    The motion of the center of gravity of the sprung mass jn the vertical

direction-bounce motion-is caused by the dynamic components of vertical

reactions on the tires

                  IV di --dA(i,-d.zV],,,.-dA]),,-aA7},,, (6)

                  g

The rotatory motion of the sprung mass around the lateral axis-pitch motion

-wil! be governed by

         d        rdt(t7La'o)-i-wg(ul}toe-tJletoc)+tu,`(tJL(vc-(7Le(vs)

            - (AA71p-z+ANm･)(p-(aA71ei+AA71ri?･)IR

                + [(T-B-R)m cos(- &z + ti)- CpTt sin(-BFv -i- 6)

                                                         '
                 +(T-B-R).,cos(-P.,,+6)-C,･,.sin(-&-,,+6)

                 +(T-B-R)Ricos(-Png) -qezsin(-Pm)

                 +(T-B-R)R.cos(-Pn.) -CR,･sin(-PRv)lh

                     +(-Ra COS(-Pa) mCa Sin(-P(t)]h(t (7)

Also the motion around the !ongitudinal axis-roll motion-will be

         d           (o7}cae-c71ecag)+tuv(t7Lcac-t71etoe)mw`(olLtoc)
         dt
            == (alV}rirmANp}･)Ll'-ti･+(AAIIrt･i-tiNn,･)-tR

                             2 2'
                -I(T-B-R)i,sin(-Pm+o")+qvces(-&･i+6)

                 +(T-B-R).,,.sin(-P,,,.+6)+q.cos(-&,.+6)

                 +(T-B-R)msin(-Pm) +CRicos(-Pni)

                 +(T-B-R)ie.sin('Pn}-) +CRrCOS(-PRr)]h

                       -[-RaSin(-Pft) +CaCOS(-Pa)lha (8)

    Geometrical and dynamical conditions on the motion of the automobile

will be described in detail here. Referring to Fig. 4, side-slip angles of the

tires are written by
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                  Fig. 4. Velocity at the position of the tires.

    tan(-p.+6)-= ;.::.g'gipn.P2:is', tan(-p.,+6)- .-.7.'gi'p"-P,'blis'

                                                                (9)
       tan(-p.,)-,Ii.I'i,Sii"g.f3;.ll!i2R, tan(-pR,)-=-il-,r.,Siin3Eili2n

As pitch and roll angles are usually small, components of an angular velocity

around the coordinate axes of the sprung mass will be approximately

                 w,-==¢-esing t..4.-.-¢

                 to, =:: ti cospsin¢+ip cos ipc:¢ (10)
                 toc = O cos pa cos ip - ip sln ¢cu e

Yawing velocity is represented by the forward velocity and radius of turn of

the center of gravity.

                              V .･                             --- == e-fi (11)
                              r

    Frictional forces of the tires may be written in the form

                 Ri==pt.o<1+mP!')Nl; (i=FZ,I}i';Rl,Rr) (12)

The cornering forces on the tires may be expressed by modified Fiala's formula9),

whose original expression has been used by many authorsiO)i') for calculation

of the automotive performance
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                 c,-Kp,(i+r,(ptK,ii.s(k;)+r,(ill.i,s(il)21 a3)

where KL are constants governed by contact length and contact pressure between

the tires and the ground, form and dimension of the tread and elasticity of

the tires, etc. and pti are friction coeflicients between the tires and the road in

the lateral direction. The expression (13) for the cornering forces is applicable

to the motion of an automobile with small side-slip angles, where the quantities

7', and r2 are the correcting coeflicients, for which ri== -113, r2=1127 were

obtained theoretically by Fiala9> or ri= -O.0668, r,= -O.1032 as were proposed

by other authors'i) from many experimental results. And Ki are the quantities

corresponding to `cornering powers' which are variables rather than constants

and may be written in the form

                     1<b-K6(1+rc,N}+rc,A7Z+rc,AT;) (14)

where rci, rc2 and rc3 are the correcting coefficients. The values of friction

coefllcients of the tires in the lateral direction are also usually affected by the

vertical reactions on the tires and may be

                        Ft･i=ieto(1+2i.N}+R,N;i) (ls)
where 2i and 22 are the correcting coethcients that should be determined experi-

mentally from the characteristics of the tires and the road. And, hence the

cornering forces on the tires may be written by

          C,-Kbp,,(i+r,(iil,tli&)+r,(ptK,6t}(l:)2+2,Ais+2,Ai]+･･-] (i6)

The expressions for the cornering forces are not necessarily correct for all

coinhinatlons of the tires and the road, which have been studied by many

authors9)'i2}Ni5). For aligning torques produced by the tires, Fiala's formula is

adopted again

           Ai=-:cripii(i+ai(iiil,l,ii(3)+a,(iil,li.(3)2+a,(ptK.i),i}e{)3] (i7)

where ai,a2,a3, are the correcting coeflicients, for which ai=-1, a2=113,

a3 =: -1127 were also obtained theoretically by Fiala.

    The vertical reactions on the tires are conveniently divided into two parts,

one of which is equal to the weight of the sprung mass statically distributed

to four tires and the other is a dynamic component changed by the motion

of the sprung mass. The former is simply written ,as

                                                      1 l.                          1 l.         (NJz)st=(Nfo･)st =='lli- l l]V, (IVni)st=(NRr)st= 2 l i['V (18)
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Dynamic components of the vertical reactions are obtained by introducing the

deflection of the sprung mass and equivalent spring stiffness of suspension

mechanism at the position of the tires. Deflections at the position of the tires

are written by bounce, pitch and yaw angles

             u-(fi･g-lCF¢, zt-(Fg+-ll-oj¢ (Frontwhee!)

                                                                (19)
             zL+IRsD-II42gb, z{+IRgo-i--ll-tngb (Rearwheel)

Introducing equivalent spring stiffnesses 2xk,V2, 2xkR12 and equivalent

damping coefficients 2xcp12, 2xc.12 of the suspension mechanism of the
tires, dynamic reacions are

                dALpz = -l}- (k + c-SitJ). (u - iFq -Jl}7 oj･¢) )

                AN),.-=-ll-(k--CIZ).( S                                      zt-l.g+-t.-ip)

                                                                (20)
                AN},,=--ll-(k+cddt).( i                                      u+lreg-pt-tnip)

                AIV}er==-ll7(k+C'ddt).( ;                                      u+lngo +-tRgb)

     Components of aerodynamic force acting on the automobile may be
expressed in the usual way

                Rfe=Cr-;-'PV"2S,Ca=:Eltht"Pll-PV*2S (21)

and aerodynamic moment around the yaw axis is

                        M.- d£"b p-l}-pv"2sl (22)

where V* is the resultant velocity of the wind on the automobile

               V*=V(Vcose-zvcosz)2+(Vsine-wsinx)2 (23)

     Quantities regarded as variables with respect to time among many quantities

appearing in this study, will be

       V, r(or T, S); P, Pi; 0, g,¢; toe,to,, toc; u; Ai, C,,IVL,R,

                                             (i - El, .P>", Rl, Rin)

If they can be solved from the equations introduced here, the dynamic behavior

of the automobile becomes clear, but the mathematical treatment for the
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equations will be generally difficult.

                   4. The steady.state circular turn

    The theory is applied to problems of steady-state circular turn5)'6). In this

case, the change rate of the quantities V u, g,ip, P are all zero and the mathe-

matical treatment will become considerably simple. From the equations (6),

(7), (8) and (20), bounce and pitch angle of the stationarily turning automobile

are respectively

             U= k"Z',vek.ig/,"IR [c71e( ¥.[)2+ 5I );.2h,i.p

                     +[RaCOS(-Pa)+CaSin(-Pa)](hmhfe)] (24)

and

             SD = kk'.Fik.klR,r[u71e( II. )2+ Y ¥.2hsi.p

                     +(RrtCOS(-Pa)+CaSin(-Pa)l(h-hf`)] (25)

which are found to be caused by dynamical moments due to inertia around

the lateral axis of the sprung mass, centrifugal force and aerodynamic force.

However, these are all practically small enough to be ignored except in a special

case. And the roll angle is

    ¢ = - k,,t%2k.tft [ IiYrm i!l.l2 hCosP+ IRt` si"(-P(t)-Ca cos(-p(t)l (h-h.)],

                                                                (26)

Remembering that the contribution of the aerodynamic moment around the･
longitudinal axis is small, the roll angle of the sprung mass is proportional

to the centrifugal force due to a circular turn and height of the center of

gravity of the sprung mass al]ove the road. The negative sign for the rool

angle indicates that the sprung mass is rolied outwards from the turning circle.

Neglecting small quantities, defiection of the sprung mass will be simply

                                    4 WV2
              "=9=O'¢=-k..ij+k.t%g.hCOSP (27)

    Roll motion of the sprung mass wlJl be followed by the non-uniform distri-

bution of vertical reactions on the tires
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                  ANi";..==± k.tk.:'itf2.t% illl Iil.2cosp

                                                                (28)
                          e kntRh IJVV2                  ziNRg･ = =' 7k'.,,t3,+k.tlU -'U-- r COSP

which are proportional to the roll angle and are governed by dimension and

stiffness of the suspension mechanism. The change of vertical reactions on

the tires have some effects on frictional forces and cornering forces and, hence,

on the general performance of the automobile.

    The equation (9) will be written approximately in a simple form, when

the radius of turn is not extremely small and the side-slip angle not so large

                    p., - p.,. =- --lyL' +p+s (,= p.)

                                  7"
                                                                (29)
                    pRi=pnr= 'L' +p (==pn)

                                  1'

where small differences between the side-slip angles of the left and right wheels

are considered to be ignored for simplicity.

    The equations on the Iongitudina}, Iateral and yaw motion are respectively

    T==Rwz+R.fi',･+Rni+RR,･+(Ciii+Cfiv･)"(7-(Ciii+Cn･.)ln+R. (30)

                                       rr
    mWr '['X2 = -(R.+R.,)-('L' +(nyT+RRi+RR")-la

               +C,,+q,.+q,+q,.+C,, (31)
and

     O=-Rizl(2iv(l,{'-I3)+nvi-Cp'] -Riile･(Ii'(l,{'-13)-"l'l-'iZii]

   + (-'TiL-Rni)(-lfi･(- l,R. -P) + r} tn] + (-''T2 mRn,)(-IR(- 'i/IL-P) --l; 4e]

         +c.,,(l..-±t.,(ljf'-B)l +C,,,.1l,,,+;t/,,T(SE.IL'-P)l

         +c.,[-l.--l}-t.(--</t-p)) +q,.[-l.+--ll-ila(--l,{i--Ig))

   +Ma+Am+AJ'n+Am+Anr (32)
Substituting the expressions for frictional forces, cornering forces, aligning

torques on the tires and aerodynamic force into the equations (30)t'v(32), the

following equations are obtained
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          T === (i +m (1' &' +!ls':-" p}k)] pt.ow+Ai

     a, :r: 2(KJP.lit- K]ePRIn) + IF (aCiiv + tiCb)

        7- 7'                - L' (tiCni +ACR,,) + C,. 1 pV2S

                 r2
            W v2                =2(]ILirPpi+KJiPR)+A2
            gr
     A, =- -(T+m(p>, -px,)pt,.,wllF]-l/t +ac., +ac.,

                +AC.,+Ac., + C,l,ICpc p-ll-pv2s

and

            O=2(IL,iet,l,,-KitPRIR)+lA3

  iA,=-(i+mpsept,,-l; iin w[i+ANFi/(-ll- -i-iR TV)Jt ( ,.

     -(1+mpptpt,, ; .Z].LVV(1+AN,,,/(t -(l'Lt W)fl ( 1.

     + (f -(i +mpfe')] pt,o-ll- lt' W(i + AIVIi2g/ (-ll- -S'LIJV)]

                        ×(-ln(-rl/fLmP)

     + [mgl -(i + mpfe,)] ps,,-l; -(f'i- w (i + AAI.,/ ({I- llb' W)]

                        × (- l. (- -ll'lf -P

     +ric.,( l.- ; t,,( -l,-E'L-p )]+Aq･,( l.+ ; t.T(

     -2(txi7PF+cuRPJ,) + ddCp"b P ;-pv2sl

where
       tiC, - Kop, (ri( 5,E}PEi:) + r,( 5, (Pl:)2 + rc,Ai} + rc,N3]

(33)

(33)'

(34)

                        Ulitr TLI/!L-p)

                        Ul,,, L. wwp) H

                            + -ll- t.]

                           )- ; tn]

                            4.,- -p )]

+ACieJ[-lie-Llitn(--tLR-P)l+ACn,(-lre+rll-tR(-Li/t-P)]

                               (35)'

                               (36)

(34)'

 (35)

+s oj]

 ; ti,T]
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Only the first terms on the right-hand sides of the equations (33)N(35) have

been treated in the usual studies, however, by considering more accurate values

of the cornering forces, the Ioad distribution on the tlres, the aligning torques

and aerodynamic forces, the second terms including the correcting terms Ai,

A2,A3 must be also treated.

    Ignoring the terms Ai, A2, A3, the radius and forward velocity of the steady-

state circular turn are

                                    l
7'= .   6-(KF5RKR-1')(ttl,'ili.J)Ll/i(7}r,t6'i-"-i)/((-(i'L)'t'iil7,,+(r(i')""i-.iz-I,l]'/'i

                                                                (37)

and

    7v' ==[ .i, ( ,,,t, w - i)/(( if )" 'i ]ili.z,, +(1' )'` "! I21ii#,]]'{}'iVr/(-l}- llYI) (3s)

    Steer angle of front wheels necessary to maintain a circular turn wili be

             6-e.+t(.,5.R..-tpL)(k+-,i,z-)W¥.2 -(3g)

The first term on the right-hand side which is called `Ackerman's angle' cor-

responds to the geometrical angle without side-slip motion and the quantity

Knl(Kpi+ Kit)-lbll in the second term is the `static margin' and if it is positive,

the automobile has `over-steer' characteristics and if inversely negative, `under-

steer' characteristics.

    The driving force is

           ,,,t,,,-i+iil,(((]i)"'i-.i-!l+(if･)'i''Iiiih,](W ¥.2)7t (,,)

which presents the ratio of driving force to frictional forces of all tires without

side-slip. It will be found that always 77pt.,W>1, i.e. driving force, must be

larger than the frictional forces of the tires without side-slip to maintain

a steady-state circular turn. Side-slip angle at the center of gravity becomes

                     p=- 'l. +-li-ifL ]k. iir i!l.2 (4i)

    The results presented in the equations (39)rv(41), are the same with those

treated in the usual theory and, to expect a more accurate calculation, the

correcting terms presented in the equations (33)'nv(35)' must be brought into

the calculation. That is,
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                                                            (44)

 A process of the numerical ca!culation is explained in Fig. S. At first,

given values of r and Vl the (first) approximate values for P,6, Pi,NL,Ai,

Ri are calculated by the equations written in the brackets of Fig. 5
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                 Fig. 5. A diagram of the numerical calculation.

respectively and the correcting terms tii,A2,d3 are evaluated by putting those

values into the equations (33)'N(35)', and then the correcting values for T,

6,P are calculated and fed back to the positions indicated in Fig. 5. By

repeating the same process of calculation, the required accurate solutions will

be expected to be obtained iteratively, only if they converge.

               Si. Some results of numerical calculaion

    Applying the theory to the automobile of standard type, some results of
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the numerical calculation carried out on the problem of steady-state circular

turn and some consideration will be presented.

    Dimension of the automobile used here are

         IJV= 1.235 kg; 1=2.69m; li,･=1.28 m, ln = 1.41 m;

        dy=1.36m, tie=1.38m; h=O.56m; S-2.49m2;
        C. =- O.3, dqldP - O.03 deg-i., dC.,!dP -= O.03 deg-'.

The equivalent stiffnesses of the suspension mechanism at the wheels are con-

veniently assumed to be 2×kbl2==2×2.92×103kg!m, 2×kn12=2×2.65
× 103 kg!m and, therfore, the natural frequency of the sprung mass will be L5cps.
    The numerical values concerning frictional forces of the tires pt.o== O.O12;

m=:=O.12, n=2 are used here and the coeMcients of aligning torques produced

by the tires are assumed to be a.==cr.==0.457kgldeg.. In Fig. 6, the broken
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 6o

tires,

rs
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lines are the cornering forces obtained experimentally for N=160kg, 325kg,

490 kg; while the full lines are the results calculated from the equation (16),

applying K6=:30 kgldeg, pt,=O.52, r,= O.27, 2i = 8.65 × 10-` kg"i, which will be
found to agree considerably with the experimental resu!ts on the small side-slip

motion, except for the case in which the cornering forces are extremely small,

but which have a property to saturate or inversely decrease owing to the side-
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slip angles being Iarge. The expressions and their coefHcients for the cornering

forces which give more accurate agreement with many experimental results

must be studied in the future.

    Fig. 7 is the result of a numerical calculation of steer ang!e of front

wheels and side-slip angles of the center of gravity and the tires during

a steady-state circular turn with radius of 80 m, where the broken lines present

approximate values and the full Iines are the results obtained by the iteration

method presented here. And each figure of Fig. 7-IN7-3 presents a numerical

example on the automobile of a standard type having `undeer-steer', `neutral-

steer' and `over-steer' characteristics respectively. It is found from these curves

that the accurate values of steer angle of the front wheels to maintain a circular

turn need be larger than the approximate one and, hence, the automobile
having `neutral-steer' characteristics presents a slight tendency of `under-steer'

characteristics and the automobile having `over-steer' characteristics weakens

this tendency. Also the accurate side-slip angles are found to be all smaller

than the approximate one for ordinary speed. Fig. 8 shows the steer angle of

the front wheels and side-slip angles of the automobile whose weight increases

to 1.735kg, from which the effects on them are hardly found. Fig. 9 gives

the steer angle of the front wheels and side-slip angle of the center of gravity
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whose radii are varied in many ways, frcm which it will be concluded that

the steer angle and absolute values of side-slip angles become Iarger when

forward velocity increases and radius of turn inversely decreases. The auto-

mobile has a property in which `under-steer' characteristics become remarkable

when the radius of turn is small, as seen in the equation <39).

    Fig. 10 shows the roll angle of the sprung mass calculated by the equation

(27), which increases when the forward velecity is Iarge and the radius

of turn small. The roll motion is caused naturally by the change of load

                          v tiodlg
                               15 kni!h

                                   }

                                    4oa

2PV

                                     0 25 50vlfktqZb

   Fig.Ie.Rol]angleofsprungmass. Fig.11.Verticalreactionsonthetires,

distribution on the tires, as seen in Fig. 11, and the vertical reactions on the

right wheels are smaller, while the reactions on the Ieft wheels are larger than

the reactions of the automobile stopping or going straight on, when it is turned

in the right direction. When the forward velocity increases or the radius

decreases to a critical value where the vertical reactions on the tires on either

side become zero, the autemobile will be in a dangerous state in as much as the

wheels on that side lift from the ground and, therefore, the forces acting on

the tires become zero. The exact driving force to maintain a circular turn is

larger than the approximate one and becomes large, as seen in Fig. 12. The

broken lines here present the cornering forces of the front and rear wheels

obtained by approximate calculation where the values on both sid/es are not

distinguished from each other, but practically the difference of the cornering

forces between right and left wheels is produced by the varying load distri-

bution on the tires.
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    The results obtained by the iteration method will be effective only if the

numerical value tends to a definite one and all curves presented in this paper

are drawn with only convergent values. Fig. 13 presents an example of the

numerical values of the steer angle of the front wheels and side-slip angle

changed by the number of iterative calculations, both of which rapidly converge

when the velocity is small and the radius large and eventually diverges as

the veiocity becomes large and the radius small. And Fig. 14 presents a

               ioom

              K

               75

               .50

               25

                O 25 fi0 lf fuaRtrth                                                     v
               Fig. 14. Convergence domain of numerical calculation.

convergence domain for these numerical values, from which it will be seen that

the iteration method is effective for (V21r)!g<O.58 and another method must

be studied for the case of larger velocity and smaller radius.

                              6. Conclusion

    In this paper, for the purpose of studying the performance of an auto-

mobile theoretically, the following treatment was carried out and conclusions

were obtained.

 1. Two Cartesian coerdinate systems were introduced, one of which presents

    the automotive motion as an entire system such as longitudinal, lateral

    and yaw motions, and the other designates the motion of the sprung mass

    such as bounce, pitch and roll motions.

 2. Dynamical equatiens of motion of six degrees of freedom taking into

    account the motion of the sprung mass were established and geometrical

    and dynamical conditions on the motion were presented in detail.

 3. Applying the theory to the problem of a steady-state circular turn, the
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    quantities governing the automotive performance were calculated.

4. The equations on those quantities are so difllcult to treat mathematically

    that an iteration method was proposed and the process for computing their

    accurate value was presented in a diagram. It was shown to be effectlve

    for practical'use, from the results of numerical calculation on an auto-

    mobile of standard type and at the same time a convergence domain where

    this method is effective, was determined.

5. It was found, from the results of aecurate calculations of steer angle of

    the front wheels obtained by the method, that the automobile having

    `neutral-steer' characteristics presents a slight tendency of `undeer-steer'

    and also the `over-steer' characteristics is weakened.

    The authors wish to express their thanks to Prof. K. Hata for his kind

suggestlons.

                               Notation

    Ai : Alignin.crtorquesproducedbythetires. (i--IiZ,Iili';Rl,Rr)

    ai,a2,a3 : Correcting coefllcients of aligning torques.

    Bt :Brakingforces.
    C,, : Corneringforceproducedbyaerodynamicforce.
    Ct :Comeringforcesonthetires.
    C.,dC.!dfi : Coethcients of aerodynamic forces.

    dC.,fdB :Coefllcientofaerodynamicmoment.
    h : Height of the center of gravity of the sprung mass in the equi-

            librium configuration above the road.

    h :Verticaldistancebetweentheaerodynamiccenterandthecenterof

            gravlty.

    as,4,lt : Momentsofintertiaofthesprungmassaroundtheaxesthrough
            the center of gravity,

    b]Ze : Product of inertia of the sprung mass around the lateral axis,

    K,i : Corneringstiffnessesofthetires.

    k.F',kn; cF, cR : Equivalent spring stiffnesses and damping coeflicients of the

            front and rear wheels.

    I :Horizontaldistancebetweenthefrontandrearwheelaxes.
    Iff, lft : Horizontal distances between the front and rear wheel axes from the

             center of gravity of the sprung mass.

    Ml` : Aerodynamic moment,
    m,n : Constants concerning frictional forces of the tires.

    Nl : Verticalreactionsonthetires.
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Subscripts

    F:
    l:

Note :
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Aerodynamic force.

Frictional forces of the tires.

Radius of turn.

Projected area of an automobile to the vertical plane in

tudinal direction.

Driving forces of the tires.

Front and rear tracks.

Bounce of the sprung mass.

Forward velocity of the automobile.

Resultant velocity of the wind to the automobile.

Weight of the sprung mass.

Wind velocity to the ground.

Space coordinate system.

Coordinate system fixed in the sprung mass in a static

configuration.

Coefllcients of aligning torques on the tires.

Side-slip angle of the center of gravity.

Side-slipanglesofthetires. .
Correcting coefllcients of cornering forces,

Steer angle of the front wheels.

Coordinate system fixed in the deflected sprung mass.

Yaw angle.

Correcting coefficients of `cornering powers'.

Correcting coefllcients of friction in the lateral diretion.

Friction coeflicients between the tires and the road in

direction.

Friction coeflicients of the tires without side-slip.

Air density on the ground.

Pitch angle of the sprung mass.

Orientation of the wind.

Roll angle of the sprung mass.

  : Components of angular velocity of the sprung mass

eopc axes.

:

Front wheel

Left wheel.

A dot over a

position. R:Rearwheelposition.
             7- : Right wheel.

 symbol means time rate of change.

the longi-

equilibrium

the lateral

around the
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